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The following is a list of acronyms and their meanings used throughout the text.

Acronym

Complete Title

IK

Institutions of Kosovo

MPA

Ministry of Public Administration

DeGAP

Department for electronic Governance and Administrative Processes

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

RKS

Republic of Kosovo

IT

Information Technology

TIA

Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard

IDC

International Data Corporation

NASS

National Agricultural Statistics Service

LAN

Local Area network

NDC

National Data Center

VMware

Company providing virtualization software

CIO

Chief Information Officer

VMs

Virtual Machines

NTT

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

HP

Hewlett Packard

IBM

International Business Machines

DIT

Department of Technology and Informatics

SAN

Storage Area network

ESXi

enterprise-level computer virtualization product offered by VMware

USA

United States of America

CD

Compact Disk

PMs

Physical Machines
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VMs

Virtual Machines

NAS

Network Attached Storage

UK

United Kingdom

UPS

Uninterruptible Power Supply

KIHSE

Kosovo Institutions which have hosted web page somewhere else

KIDeGAP

Kosovo Institutions which have hosted web page in DeGAP

LIHDeGAP

Local Institutions which have hosted web page in DeGAP

CIHDeGAP

Central Institutions which have hosted web page in DeGAP

MED

Ministry of Economic Development

KCA

Kosovo Cadastral Agency

KP

Kosovo Police

MF

Ministry of Finance

MIA

Ministry of Internal affairs

KTA

Kosovo Tax Administration

ISP

Internet Service Provider

UNMIK

United Nation Mission in Kosovo

MC

Microwave

Mbps

Mega bit per second

DMZ

De-militarized Zone

DRP

Disaster recovery plan
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Executive Summary

This capstone project addressed the need to strengthen the centralization and security of
the electronic data from various national institutions in Kosovo. Most of the electronic data in
Kosovo Institutions are separated in so many server rooms in different institutions and different
locations. The Republic of Kosovo institutions have different systems of data stored in different
physical spaces. Most of these data should be exchangeable in different systems and different
data bases. The country lacks physical security in the current system of data security and
professional staff for maintaining such data (databases, applications, and other electronic data).
The budget of Kosovo is making higher and unnecessary expenditure in the field of information
and technology. This project would be a good alternative in order to reduce budgetary
expenditure of Kosovo.
The percent of Servers virtualized

Reducing budget costs

Actual Situations

15%

€ 55 thousand per year

Continuing on the same level of
virtualization

100%

€ 360 thousand per year

Best practices-Recommended

100%

€ 720 thousand per year

Table 1 Financial savings statistics
Based on the data collected and according to the project, in the table 1 is a shown
financial savings statistics in the sector of information and technology. Based on those data in
Institutions of Kosovo 15 % of Physical Machines are virtualized. The average of virtual
machines installed in per Physical machine is three. The budget of Kosovo has reduced a costs
at least € 55 thousand per year. If would virtualize all physical machines the budget of Kosovo
would reduce a costs at least € 360 thousand per year. In order to reduce more budget costs it
would need to install more virtual machines per physical server. As is shown in figure 2 the cost
savings depend from the virtual machines installed per physical server. Based on Administrative
instruction No. 21/2009 on management of government property, the lifespan for computer is
four years while for device of IT is three years and it can impairment after this long time. The
data output of this project capstone are made for five years lifespan.
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This project describes the present situation of ICT systems of Institutions of Republic of
Kosovo and the main goals of the project which are reducing expenditure of budget of Kosovo,
increasing a security and secure business continuity. It also include the details of implementing
National Data center, using a shared infrastructure data storage, virtualization of hardware
infrastructure in NDC, Hardware Cost Savings, Reducing Energy consumption, security,
optimizing usage of existing hardware resources, flexible infrastructure and then discusses
different elements, which challenge the stakeholders on their way to achieve the goals of the
project. Executing the implementation plan developed in this project involve building the
National Data Center and replacing of old server rooms with National Data Center. It also
includes the collection of the data regarding preparation of specifications for design and site
preparation of the National Data Center. The project includes the purpose of accomplishing
standards in the field of e-governance and ICT, with all necessary bodies involved in IT within
institutions in order to harmonize their projects, namely planning, organization, coordination,
implementation and maintenance.

Figure 2: Cost savings using virtualization
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The outcome of this project provides recommendations in order to achieve the goals of
the project. The three main recommendations of the project are centralization, virtualization and
business continuity. In order to centralize the electronic data the project recommend
implementing of NDC and centralizing hardware resources of Institutions of Kosovo. The
second recommendation would recommend virtualizing of physical machines and infrastructure
data storage. Using a virtualization would facilitate a possibility of using shared infrastructure
data storage in order to optimize usage of hardware resources. Virtualization of servers decreases
the number of physical servers which does more than reduce the energy consumption of the
servers. This can result in reduced cooling load (the energy used to remove heat from the data
center), increased UPS backup time, and longer generator backup times. It will increase data
security and would reduce the expenditure of the Kosovo budget. The last recommendation
would be a data recovery center in order to secure business continuity. This recommendation will
be establishing a disaster recovery center in region of Peja and memorandum understanding
between Kosovo and Albania, in order to have an agreement between both states for hosting
storage devices. This would allow Institutions of Kosovo to host necessary and important data in
Albania and Institutions of Albania to host necessary and important data in Kosovo. This will be
needed in order to secure business continuity of IT services and prevent last of data in case of
natural disaster or any conflict.
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Chapter 1
1. Virtual Systems Globally
1.1 Virtualization Approaches

While virtualization has been a part of the IT landscape for decades, it is only recently (in
1998) that benefits of virtualization are delivered to industry-standard x86-based platforms,
which now form the majority of desktop, laptop and server shipments. A key benefit of
virtualization is the ability to run multiple operating systems on a single physical system and
share the underlying hardware resources – known as partitioning.
Today, virtualization can apply to a range of system layers, including hardware-level
virtualization, operating system level virtualization, and high-level language virtual machines.
Hardware-level virtualization was pioneered on IBM mainframes in the 1970s, and then more
recently Unix/RISC system vendors began with hardware-based partitioning capabilities before
moving on to software-based partitioning.
Virtualization technology has been around for many years. Virtualization is rapidly
transforming the IT work environment and lets organizations run multiple virtual machines on a
single physical machine, sharing the resources of that single computer across multiple.
Virtualization allowed us to streamline LAN administration as these activities are able to be
performed by fewer, fully dedicated employees from a centralized location. Our security is
strengthened by reducing our physical locations containing servers and electronic Personally
Identifiable Information. Using virtualization potentially can provide high availability to
electronic data by having on-line data redundancy that was not available in the previous
environment. The consolidation and standardization of LAN services improves the Agency’s
operational efficiency by providing more integration, more streamlining, more standardization,
and more flexibility.
Since the tragedy of September 11, 2001, security has become a major concern within the
federal government in USA and has led to a movement to centralize rather than decentralize IT
systems and resources to protect them better by having fewer facilities to physically secure and
monitor. More recently, concerns about energy utilization have led to directives to consolidate
and centralize servers to save energy. President Obama’s administration has called for federal
agencies to cut energy consumption in their data centers as part of the broader effort to green
11
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federal operations. An executive order was signed by President Obama on October 5, 2009
requiring Agencies to adopt best practices to manage their servers in an energy efficient manner.
Prior to this initiative, our Field Office servers operate at about 20-30 percent utilization so
energy savings can be realized by consolidating our servers. The Department of Agriculture’s
Chief Information Officer has directed Agencies to migrate their servers to Data Centers. Due to
the need for NASS (National Agricultural Statistics Service) to maintain a strong degree of
independence as a federal statistical agency, the Department’s CIO has agreed to allow NASS to
continue to manage our LAN servers, but centralize our servers for security and energy reasons.
There are also mandates and initiatives to support telework and remote access to the Agency
network. Virtualization can play a role in meeting all of these overarching directives. With a
couple of exceptions, they chose to virtualize the entire desktop as opposed to the more common
technique of virtualizing individual applications to run from a server. They are using the Citrix
XenServer to virtualize the servers. They are consolidating the 94 Field Office servers into 44
servers with 22 virtualized servers located in Washington and 22 servers located in Kansas City.
Many organizations today rely on some degree of virtualization. Whether it is a few
virtual machines running on a single physical computer or a whole server farm across multiple
root servers, virtualization optimizes investment in hardware and network infrastructure by:


Increasing the utilization of underused hardware.



Improving server availability.



Reducing IT costs.

Virtualization provides unmatched flexibility, performance, and utilization by allowing moving
server workloads from one virtual workspace to the next, maximizing server resources on the fly
based on business needs.
1.2 Scope of virtualization deployment
In 2011, SearchDataCenter.com released the Data Center Decisions 2011 survey to gauge
reader trends and get an understanding of the factors influencing data center evolution in the
enterprise. They received more than 1,000 responses from a range of professionals spanning
numerous IT roles. In this article, the second in a special report series, they examine survey
results surrounding virtualization, cloud adoption and technology choices. Based on this article
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(article is based on SearchDataCenter.com released the Data Center Decisions 2011 survey data)
more organizations are deploying virtualization across a larger number of physical servers. In
2011, 43% of respondents deployed virtualization on up to 25% of servers, 28% deployed it on
26% to 50% of servers, 18% deployed virtualization on 51% to 75% of servers, and 11%
virtualized 76% to 100% of their servers. This is a shift from 2010, when far more respondents
deployed virtualization on fewer machines. As time goes on, virtualization should appear across
a larger percentage of data center ecosystems.
The number of virtual workloads deployed on each physical server has increased slowly
since last year. In 2011, 50% of respondents (according on SearchDataCenter.com released the
Data Center Decisions 2011 survey data) reported running fewer than 10 workloads per physical
server, 35% run 10 to 20 workloads per server, 10% run 21 to 30 workloads per server, and 5%
run more than 30 workloads per server. It’s important to note that a larger percentage of users are
running 10 to 20 VMs per server. This trend should continue as users become more comfortable
maximizing physical server utilization.

1.3 Global Virtualization Services

Central European governments are embracing virtualization and document management
as they scramble to manage records and documents, according to IDC. Two-thirds of Central
European government entities use virtualized servers as their default for new application
deployment, and more than half of their physical servers are virtualized, IDC reported. About
half the government IT decision makers in Central Europe which includes the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia are using or planning to use cloud technologies, the same report
found.
NTT Europe’s Global Virtualization Services offer enterprises a secure, high quality and
easy to manage environment in which enterprise applications can be quickly rolled out. A
comprehensive array of virtualized hosting services available in Europe, Asia and the US, allow
efficiency, cost control and growth management.

Reference: According on SearchDataCenter.com released the Data Center Decisions 2011
survey data.
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As a subsidiary of NTT Communications, NTT Europe offers access to a privately owned
and managed Tier-1 IP network and premium data centers across the globe.
This proposition is crucial to customers looking to serve new markets or to meet legal or
compliance requirements with regard to the physical location of the data being held. The Global
Virtualization Services are guaranteed under a single SLA which centralizes hosting with onestop management, support and billing.
NTT Europe’s web-based customer portal provides a self-service area for management of
virtualization solution across all three continents. Experienced technical architects and VMware
specialists are available to assist customers with design, installation, operation and maintenance.
This paragraph includes the study at the state of the storage virtualization market at the
start of 2008. There are engaged IT professionals at 324 companies in the United States and
Europe to participate in this evaluation. There is found the storage virtualization market is
poised for rapid growth over the next several years. Interest in cutting storage costs and
improving storage resiliency are the most important drivers. Based on this study, in the United
States, 21% of U.S. companies use storage virtualization. However, this is poised to more than
double, as 26% are either currently or planning on implementing storage virtualization (on
average within 6 to 12 months).

Reference: http://www.f5.com/pdf/news/20080404-state-of-storage-virtualization.pdf
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Figure 1.1 Virtualization solutions across all three continents

1.3.1 State of the Storage Virtualization Market

Based on this study, Europe is ahead of the United States: 37% currently use
storage virtualization, with 24% currently implementing or planning to implement (again, within
6 to 12 months on average). Thus, in Europe the market will grow from 37% to 61% (or by
24%).

Reference: http://www.f5.com/pdf/news/20080404-state-of-storage-virtualization.pdf
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Figure 1.2 State of the Storage Virtualization Market Report in USA

Figure 1.3 State of the Storage Virtualization Market Report in Europe

Reference: http://www.f5.com/pdf/news/20080404-state-of-storage-virtualization.pdf
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Chapter 2
2. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in Kosovo Institutions

This Capstone project describes the present situation of data and servers, server rooms
and other environment and IT devices were electronic data are saved in Kosovo Institutions. It
describes the level of the security of those data, annual growth rate of those data and
communication between institutions. The project focused mainly in capacity of electronic data
that are considered important for institutions, number of servers and server rooms.

2.1 Introduction

The Department of Electronic Governance and Administrative Processes is within
Ministry of Public Administration. Based on Regulation No. 02/2011 On the areas of
Administrative Responsibility of the office of the Prime minister and Ministries, Appendix 11,
section ix, the Ministry of Public Administration (MPA) shall have these competencies: To
develop standards for information technology services including E-Government for the
institutions of Kosovo, and coordinates the security of information technology services including
electronic governance and the basic electronic registers for the institutions of Kosovo.
The government of Kosovo has approved the “Electronic strategy governance 2009 to
2015”. The main role of this strategy is to set standard and to provide electronic services
effectively to all governmental institutions. This works based on the Department of Electronic
Government and Administrative Processes (DeGAP). The DeGAP manages and coordinates the
process of updating and continuous elaboration of the strategy at all government levels as
relating to investments in IT. These processes should be in line with needs and requirements of
central and local institutions. The DeGAP develops and sets standards and regulations on
hardware and software, data and voice communication, intercommunication of computerized
systems. The DeGAP provides reports on status, stages, analyses, concepts, studies, guidelines,
presentations, seminars, workshops and conferences on information technology. The DeGAP
also manages and supports systems and IT requests including e-governance, database center of
Kosovo.
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The DeGAP interacts with counterpart institutions of governments of regional countries
and wider for the purpose of creating synergy, attends national and international meetings
through its representatives, attends conferences and fairs related to e-governance and other topics
in IT.

The purpose of those activities is establishing a contemporary communication and

cooperation environment. For the purpose of accomplishing standards in the field of egovernance and ICT, it is necessary for all bodies involved in IT within governmental
institutions to harmonize their projects, namely planning, organization, coordination,
implementation and maintenance”. Each governmental institution should have an IT unit
responsible for developing and implementing strategy, implementing joint services and support
on ITC, acting in full compliance with legal norms adopted by respective bodies.
Many institutions of Republic of Kosovo have bought, build and develop own electronic
system without DeGAP consultation, which sometimes have unnecessarily increase costs of
Kosovo budget. Many institutions have their own physical networks independent from state
network. Integration of those networks in the governmental network would save a lot the Kosovo
budget.
For the purpose of accomplishing standards in the field of e-governance and ICT, it is
necessary for all bodies involved in IT within governmental institutions to harmonize their
projects, namely planning, organization, coordination, implementation and maintenance.

2.2 Current Situation in MPA
Main role in setting standards, coordination and provision of electronic services in all
governmental institutions is held by the Department of Electronic Governance and
Administrative Processes (DeGAP), Ministry of Public Administration. Under the auspices of
DeGAP in MPA, several coordination meetings were organized with all governmental
institutions in order to centralize the data and integrate the computer systems; however
coordination a result was not the best.

18
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2.2.1 ICT Regulation Law
Based on Regulation No. 02/2011 On the areas of Administrative Responsibility of the
office of the Prime minister and Ministries, Appendix 11, section ix, the Ministry of Public
Administration (MPA) shall have these competencies: To develop standards for information
technology services including E-Government for the institutions of Kosovo, and coordinates the
security of information technology services including electronic governance and the basic
electronic registers for the institutions of Kosovo.
Based on “Electronic strategy governance 2009 to 2015” approved by Kosovo
Government

main role in setting standards and provision of electronic services in all

governmental institutions is held by the DeGAP, Ministry of Public Administration. EGovernment Strategy 2009-2015 approved by the Government of Kosovo, aims to significantly
transform and improve the way the Government provides services to its citizens and businesses.
The E-government Strategy comprises of several projects spread across a number of sectors
which has to be implemented by Ministry of Public Administration (MPA) in cooperation with
the line ministries and agencies.

2.2.2 IT Systems Administered by DeGAP
Most of the Kosovo Institutions using ICT system which is managed by DeGAP.
DeGAP within MPA provide some services which are network, web hosting, security, electronic
mail, domain, file sharing documents, internet access and electronic services (e-property, earchive, the system for managing of vehicle, e-health, e-businesses, e-Tourism, e-School,
application for driver license, Office Communicator, application of marital status, etc.). The
applications are hosted in the hardware resources which are located in the center of IT system.
The hardware devices are located in four different server rooms, because of deficiency of an
adequate server room (Data Center) with adequate environment. Two of them are located in a
same building, the third and fourth are located in different building. In these server rooms have
servers, core devices, routers, and IT security devices. There are two hardware infrastructure
system virtualized with VMware software (see Figure 2.1). There is primary site and recovery
site. The primary site is in production, while in the recovery site are saved backup of data. In
case of problem with primary site, the recovery site became a production site.
19
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Figure 2.1: The replication sites
There are about 825 IT devices which are administered by DeGAP including stand-alone
servers, virtual servers, switches, routers and IT security devices. These IT devices are produced
by different producers. About 155 of them are servers including physical machines and virtual
machines, about 320 of them are switches, routers, ASA firewall in institutions which are located
in Pristina, about 60 switches and 60 routers are located in municipalities including connection
point of network and about 230 antennas for microwave connection.
The depreciation due to age some servers are out of use. Most of these servers that are out
of use are HP servers from second generation of production and others are Compaq Proliant. The
active stand-alone servers, switches which are used in center operation for backbone switching,
routers which are used in center operation for backbone switching and other IT security devices
are distributed in four different server rooms in different locations.
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IT Devices

Quantity

Location

Servers

155

Pristina

Swithshes&Routers

320

Pristina

Swithshes&Routers

120

Municipalities

Total

including

connection point of network
Microwave antennas

230

Municipalities

including

connection point of network
IT Devices

825

Table 2.2 IT devices administered by DeGAP.

The condition of these server rooms are not according to the standards for server rooms
(standard TIA 942 for Data Center). They have a problem with air conditioning systems and
electricity power. These server rooms (Data Center) are not fulfilling the standards regarding the
physical security. The air condition system should be installed below IT devices and racks in the
raised floor. Otherwise the air system conditions installed in the ceiling Couse a potential
problem of acclimatization system can be derived water in IT equipment. This shall cause
damage in IT devices. Therefore air condition system should be installed below IT devices and
racks. There is no an uninterruptible power supply- UPS, (or uninterruptible power source) with
high capacity to supply equipment with electrical power. The IT staffs are using small UPS to
supply equipment with electrical power. In the figure 2.3 is shown one of the fourth server rooms
with air condition system in the ceiling administered by MPA.
Almost all institutions of Kosovo use internet. Most of the institutions have internet
access through IT System Center of DeGAP within MPA, while the rest use other systems or
direct link with private ISP.
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Figure 2.3: The view of the server room.

2.2.3 Network Sector Administered by DeGAP/MPA

Most of the governmental institutions are linked in governmental network through optical
cable and microwave network. Many institutions have their own physical networks independent
from network managed by DeGAP within MPA. Integration of those networks in the
governmental network would save a lot of the Kosovo budget. In the Figure 2.4 is shown
network administered by DeGAP/MPA, which is spread across most of the institutions of
Kosovo.
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Network inherited from UNMIK

Government Network MC

Government Network 80Mbps

Optical Network

Government Network 64Mbps

Figure 2.4: The view of the network around Kosovo.
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2.2.4 Web hosting
The central Institutions of Kosovo which have hosted web pages in the servers
administered by DeGAP within MPA are: Ministry of Local Government Administration,
Ministry of Public Administration, Ministry of Economic Development, Ministry of Justice,
Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning, Ministry of Labour and Social welfare, Official
gazette of the Republic of Kosovo, Kosovo Police Inspectorate, Costumes, Procurement Review
body, The Independent Oversight Board Civil Service of Kosovo, Public Procurement
Regulatory Commission of Kosovo, Office of auditor General, The competition commission,
Kosovo Academy for Public Safety. The list of web pages links for central Institutions which are
hosted in servers administered by DeGAP are in appendix1.
The local Institutions of Republic of Kosovo which have hosted web pages in the servers
administered by DeGAP within MPA are: Municipality of Kamenica, Municipality of Deçan,
Municipality of Dragash, Municipality of Gllogoc, Municipality of Ferizaj, Municipality of
Graqanica, Municipality of Hani I Elezit, Municipality of Junik, Municipality of Kaqanik,
Municipality of Klina, Municipality of Kllokot, Municipality of Leposaviq, Municipality of
Lipjan, Municipality of Mitrovica, Municipality of Partesh, Municipality of Podujev,
Municipality of Prishtina, Municipality of Shtime, Municipality of Viti, Municipality of Vushtri
a, Municipality of Zubinpotok, Municipality of Istog, Municipality of Gjilan , Municipality of
Gjakova, Municipality of Malisheva, Municipality of Peja, Municipality of Prizren, Municipality
of Rahovec, Municipality of Suharek and Municipality of Skenderaj. The list of web pages links
for local Institutions which are hosted in servers administered by DeGAP are in appendix1.
While other institutions which have hosted web pages in other locations are president Office,
Kosovo assembly, Prime minister Office, The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural
Development, Ministry of European Integration, Ministry for the Security Forces, Ministry for
Community and Return, Ministry of education Science and Technology, Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Culture, Youth and sport, Ministry of Internal Affairs, Ministry of Foreign affairs,
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Infrastructure, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Constitutional
Court, Anti-corruption Agency, Kosovo Police , Republic of Kosovo Ombudsperson, Legal Aid
Commission, Central Election Commission, Kosovo property Agency, Independent Media
Commission, Kosovo Chamber of Commerce, The Independent Commission for Mines and
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Minerals, Privatization Agency of Kosovo, Kosovo Cadastral Agency, University Clinical
Center, Tax Administration of Kosovo etc. The list of web pages links for central Institutions
which are not hosted in servers administered by DeGAP are in appendix2.
Based on the data collected, there are 62% of Kosovo institutions which they have hosted
their own web pages in IT system administered by DeGAP, while 28% of Kosovo Institutions
have hosted their own web pages somewhere else.

2.2.5 Security

Physical protection of equipment is necessary to diminish the risk of unauthorized access
on data, and protection against loss or damage. Information System of the Government of
Kosovo is mainly implemented based on standards and recommendations of CISCO and
Microsoft. Various operating programs and applications were used for intrusion protection and
viruses. DeGAP within MPA invested in security of the network from external threats building
some security steps and applied the “Intrusion Prevention Systems” (IPS), while internal security
of the network is mainly supported by antivirus software with managed access by the system
center, thus there is the need for investing in strengthening internal security through IDS and IPS
systems.
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Security in Kosovo Institutions of ICT system should increase in line with
implementation of security policies according to ISO 27002 standards.
Most of the Kosovo institutions lack due physical security of IT equipment and data security.
Project implementation without adhering to standards resulted in diminishing data security, thus
data were transmitted using memory devices (USB, CD, etc). Data security, respectively physical
security should be improved through centralized projects in compliance with policies in effect
and security standards of DeGAP/MPA.
Network security of all Kosovo Institutions which are linked with governmental network
is in higher level comparing to those which are not linked to governmental network.
Application of antivirus software through managing server notably optimized the computer
network. Security issue is primary issue for functioning of IT systems in general, especially on
electronic governance. As the part of the E-government strategy and along with the need for
higher reliability and availability of all critical government data and systems and disaster
recovery of Kosovo government IT services, the Government of Kosovo/MPA has launched a
project to establish a Data Center.

2.3 Current Situation in MF
Most of these Institutions have their independent systems for Information and
Technology. The important electronic data of Kosovo Institutions are separated in different
locations and different Information Technology systems. Most of those Information Technology
systems are not exchanging data between each other. As a result of this situation some of the data
and projects are not unique.
The IT department is established within Ministry of Finance without any ICT Regulation
Law base. There is also an IT Department established in Tax Administration of Kosovo within
Ministry of Finance, and an IT unit in Costumes of Kosovo. All these bodies have created own
separated IT systems which are not integrated. These IT systems have own Local Area network
(LAN) which are connected through state network administered by DeGAP. But they are using
this network just for some services. They have own local domain, mail system, own system for
internet access and other services.
Other institutions involved in IT were also established within institutions of Republic of Kosovo.
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2.3.1 ICT Regulation Law
The Department of ICT is established within Ministry of Finance, customs and Kosovo
Tax administration. Based on regulation No. 02/2011, “On the areas of Administrative
Responsibility of the office of the Prime minister and Ministries”, The Ministry of Finance shall
have no these competencies in IT field.
2.3.2 IT systems Administered by Ministry of Finance
The Ministry of Finance has independent IT system administered by their IT
Department. They have a server room with about 30 servers and about 17 IT network devices
including Network Security Firewall-Router, Distribution switch, Access switch etc. They have a
project for building server room which is ongoing. The servers are old and have limited capacity,
and the Ministry of Finance has planned to change them with new one. They have problem with
maintenance of system acclimatization and electricity of server room. The maintenance of
system acclimatization and electricity of server room is done by technical contractor company,
the same one is responsible for all technical issues in building. So, the contractor company has
not any expert regarding acclimatization system installed in server room and other relevant
issues. The maintenance of infrastructure non IT components of server room should be done by
adequate contractor company.
The staff of the Ministry of Finance administering the services which are hosted on their
servers such as Free Balance, electronic system for Kosovo budget, electronic system for
property tax, electronic system for program investment projects, mail system and internal
domain. The IT system in MF has no backup Internet Service Provider. They are using single
point of failure connection for internet access, because they do not have backup connection for
Internet access.

2.3.3 The IT Systems Administered by Kosovo Tax Administration

The Kosovo Tax Administration has an independent IT system administered by IT
Department within Kosovo Tax Administration Agency. They have a server room with about 26
servers and about 19 IT network devices including Network Security cisco Firewall, Perimeter
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Router , Distribution switch, VPN Firewall , Access switch etc. The 18 servers of the 26 total
servers located in their server room are in production. While 8 other servers are out of use.
They have problems with maintenance of system acclimatization and electricity of server
room. Sometimes they have a problem during generator starting. They do not a have
uninterruptible power supply- UPS, (uninterruptible power source) with high capacity to supply
equipment with electrical power. The IT staffs are using small UPS to supply equipment with
electrical power. They manage and administer those services which are hosted on their servers
such as electronic system for tax managing, Kosovo Tax Administration web Page, electronic
statements system, electronic declaration system, electronic system for fiscal cash, mail system,
internal domain, Microsoft Share point for generating of different reports, etc.

2.3.4 IT Systems Administered by Customs of Kosovo

The Customs of Kosovo has independent IT system administered by an IT unit within
Customs of Kosovo Agency. They have a server room in headquarters customs. In each customs
office branch have a server which is in function. They plan to remove all these servers in order to
centralize system. The IT unit of Customs is managing 36 HP standalone servers and 22 blade
servers. They also administer own IT network system including 23 routers, 36 switches and other
firewall devices. They are using independent internet access through Private Internet Service
Provider. They are using location in Central Bank of The Republic of Kosovo for keeping the
backup of data, but they do not have recovery center.

2.4 Current Situation in other institutions
Other institutions involved in IT were also established.

Based on “ Electronic

Governance Strategy 2009-2015”, each institutions should have an IT unit or IT officer
responsible for supporting users on ICT, implementing strategy and implementing joint services,
acting in full compliance with legal norms. Most of these institutions have own IT unit or IT
officer but some of them they did not hired yet.
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Based on Regulation No. 02/2011, “On the areas of Administrative Responsibility of the
office of the Prime minister and Ministries”, Appendix 17, section i, vi, and viii, the Ministry of
Infrastructure shall have these competencies: To develop work policies, draft and implement
legislation for the provision of services and facilities in the telecommunication and information
and communication technology. In the information technology sector, support information
technology and innovations, e.g. electronic commerce, promote access to technology and
encourage the development of training systems in the information technology. In the
telecommunications sector, to review compliance with European standards, which include fees
and taxes, service quality and technical standards, develop work policies to promote competition
and review needs of consumers.
Based on Regulation No. 02/2011, “on the areas of Administrative Responsibility of the
office of the Prime minister and Ministries”, Appendix 18, section Xiii, xviii, xix, xx, xxi,
xxii, xxiii, xxiv and

xxvi. The Ministry of Economic Development shall have these

competencies:


To cooperate in drafting and implementing international agreements in the
telecommunications and information technology sectors;



To ensure compliance with European standards which include tax and tariffs in the area
of telecommunications;



To ensure quality of services and technical standards in telecommunication; to develop a
working policy for the promotion of competitiveness in telecommunication;



To review the needs and request of consumers in telecommunication;
information technology and innovations, e.g. e-commerce;

to support

to support access to

technology for all citizens of Kosovo;


To encourage the development of information technology training systems;



To carry out other tasks and duties as defined by the applicable legislation on the overall
economic development in telecommunication, post services, information technology.
There is an IT department established within this ministry, which has been moved

from Ministry of Infrastructure. Department of ICT is established within Ministry of Internal
affairs.
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There is ICT department especially for Kosovo Police established within Ministry of
Internal affairs. This ICT department has independent IT system, which managing by staff
employed within this department. There is another ICT department established within
Ministry of Internal affairs. They Administers and maintains the central civil registry and
database. Based on regulation No. 02/2011, “On the areas of Administrative Responsibility
of the office of the Prime minister and Ministries”, The Ministry of Internal Affairs shall
have these competencies: Administers and maintains the central civil registry and database,
administers and maintains data based within its fields of responsibility.
Department of ICT is established within Kosovo Cadastral Agency. The department has
already created some independent IT systems including servers, data storage and other
electronic applications. Based on regulation No. 02/2011, “On the areas of Administrative
Responsibility of the office of the Prime minister and Ministries”, The Ministry of
Environment and Spatial Planning under which is Kosovo Cadastral Agency shall have no
these competencies in IT field.
Besides these Institutions, there are some other institutions which have own IT systems
including servers, data storage and other electronic applications such as Prime minister
Office, Ministry of foreign affairs, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Labour and Social
Welfare, Ministry of Infrastructure, Ministry of health, General audit office, etc.

2.5 Summary of ICT Systems in Institutions of Kosovo
As we can see from the Regulation No. 02/2011, “On the areas of Administrative
Responsibility of the office of the Prime minister and Ministries, there are no clear responsibility
regarding ICT sector. For example, the responsibility to support information technology and
innovations (e.g. e-commerce) has ministry of Infrastructure and Ministry of Economic
Development. As it is shown the Ministry of infrastructure didn't has even ICT Department,
since the department has been moved in the ministry of Economic development.
As we can show there are three independent ICT systems within Ministry of Finance. In
general there are five independent ICT systems including ICT system administered by
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DeGAP/MPA, ICT system administered by Kosovo Tax Administration, Customs, MF and ICT
department for Kosovo Police established within Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Based on Regulation No. 02/2011, “On the areas of Administrative Responsibility of the
office of the Prime minister and Ministries”, some of these ICT department established has no
competencies and responsibility in ICT field.

Figure 2.5: The ICT departments Established within Kosovo Institutions.

Based on this situation, there are not any advantages, but there are some disadvantages.
The disadvantages of not having unique ICT System are:


Increasing costs of Kosovo budget.



The need of Increasing employee for administer and maintenance of ICT systems.



Decreasing level of data security and facilities virus infections.



Decentralization of data.



Increasing problems of Interoperability.



Insufficient physical security
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Chapter 3
3. Integration of ICT Systems

In order to find a better solution of ICT systems for Kosovo institutions, there is need to
focus on virtualization, centralization and security. Using these components, it is necessary to
decrease e costs of Kosovo budget, increase level of data security and facilities virus infections,
centralization of data, facilitate problems of interoperability.
The problem needs to be solved because the important data of the Kosovo institutions
have not enough security. The most of the software systems of Kosovo Institutions are in
different locations. In some cases there are firewalls networks between locations. Such ICT
infrastructures create a problem of the network communications between Kosovo Institutions.
Such infrastructures also increase problem of interoperability of IT systems instead creating an
infrastructure to facilitate interoperability. The ICT Infrastructure should be developed in order
that two or more software systems (IT systems) are capable of communicating and exchanging
data without any problems and easily. For example, when a trade company is registered, it
should register its activity in Ministry of Trade, and all other Kosovo institutions should use this
data as unique data source. In practical what is happening in Kosovo Institutions, when a
company registers its activity, it should register its activity in Ministry of Trade in Costumes and
in Tax Administration also.
Most of these server rooms do not fulfill requirements standards for server rooms,
including physical security, electricity, air conditions, fire protection, etc. Most of these server
rooms are not built specially for server rooms, but later one, there are adopted in order to locate
the servers and other relevant IT devices.
The Project would increase security and efficiency in the storage and maintenance costs
of government information and applications. This project would provide processing and
electronic capacity for all government bodies in Kosovo, thereby safeguarding the security of
government databases.
In order to integrate all ICT systems of Kosovo institutions and optimizing hardware resource
uses the project is dealing in detail with some main issues which are:
•

Building National Data Center;

•

Virtualization;
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•

Shared infrastructure data storage;

•

Centralization of data.

3.1 National Data Center

To establish the most effective shared infrastructure data storage environment for the IRK
as it embraces cloud computing, it is necessary to examine all parts of the IT stack, including
enterprise storage. New best practices in shared infrastructure data storage can dramatically
improve the cost, flexibility, and environmental impact of an overall cloud architecture. The
centralizing of electronic data is using shared storage architecture which can also improve the
efficiency of traditional hard-drive-based storage and can virtualize legacy storage systems.
Today’s Datacenter and Telecommunication sites are the backbone of the business.
Downtime means frustrated customers, lost revenue and business opportunities. In order to avoid
costly downtime it is important to measure important parameters in the datacenter which could
affect its operation. By having an in-depth understanding of the (potential) risks in your
datacenter or telecommunication site, you are able to prioritize investments for improvement in
line with the risks in different areas.
The Data Center will be a national electronic repository for the accumulation,
management, dissemination and storage of data. The purpose of the project is to collect all
necessary data of the Republic of Kosovo, to facilitate the interoperability of different systems,
increase efficiency of delivery of electronic services, to centralize applications and databases,
and provide maximum security data.
The Data Center would be one of the key factors in the process of e-governance.
Hardware and software that enables the operation of the data center, focused on a single place,
shall respect the standards and will significantly reduce the cost of expenses. Data Center must
meet standards for location and building infrastructure, electrical infrastructure, network
infrastructure, hardware infrastructure, security infrastructure, air conditioning, fire protection
and recovery the data after risk.
E-Government Strategy 2009-2015 approved by the Government of Kosovo, aims to
significantly transform and improve the way the Government provides services to its citizens and
businesses. The E- Government Strategy comprises of several projects spread across a number
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of sectors which has to be implemented by Ministry of Public Administration (MPA) in
cooperation with the line ministries/agencies.
As the part of the E-government strategy and along with the need for higher reliability
and availability of all critical data and IT systems, the Government of Kosovo has launched a
project to establish a Data Center. The new Data Center will have space around 300 square
meters, as is shown in figure below. The project is ongoing.
The data center space is 176 square meters (only for server room and other IT devices).
The data center would increase security and efficiency in the storage and maintenance costs of
government information and applications. This center would provide processing and electronic
capacity for all government bodies in Kosovo, thereby safeguarding the security of government
databases. The government data center would increase security and efficiency in the storage and
maintenance costs of government information and applications. This center would provide
processing and electronic capacity for all government bodies in Kosovo, thereby safeguarding
the security of government databases.

Figure 3.1 The view of Data Center design
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3.1.1 Project purpose of NDC

The main goals of the project are as follows:


To establish a shared, reliable, robust and secure infrastructure for hosting and managing
the e-Governance Applications of Kosovo Government Institutions and enable the
Government to deliver the services quickly and effectively to its stakeholders.



To facilitate consolidation of services, applications and infrastructure and provide much
functionality for Central data repository, Secure Data Storage, Online Delivery of
Services, Citizen Information/ Services Portal, State Intranet Portal, Remote Management
and Service Integration, etc.



To provide better operations/management control and to minimize overall cost of Data
Management, IT management, deployment and other costs for all government
institutions.



To have a scalable Data Center to provide continuous growth of e-government
applications and to meet all requirements and demand of various government institutions.



To ensure the smooth operation and maintenance of the application system used by state
authorities running on the ministry’s information infrastructure.



To host high performance transactions, distribution, registry and other systems requiring
high availability.



To host e-government websites, applications and databases pertaining to application
systems connected to the central modules of e-government.

1&2Data Center Room
3. Offices Operations Center, Support Rooms
4. Offices Operations Center, Support Rooms
5. Telecom Room
Key considerations for designing the Data Center are given below:


Scalability

All components of the Kosovo State Data Centre must support scalability to provide
continuous growth to meet the requirements and demand of various departments, various
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ministry and various e-government applications. A scalable system is one that can handle
increasing numbers of requests without adversely affecting the response time and throughput of
the system. The Data Centre should support both vertical (the growth of computational power
within one operating environment) and horizontal scalability (leveraging multiple systems to
work together on a common problem in parallel). Scalability is important because new
computing component is constantly being deployed, either to replace legacy component or to
support new missions.
The plan for scaling up would be as under:




Racks: Initially 12 racks will be used
a.

First year - 12 to 20 Racks

b.

Second year- 20 to 25 Racks.

c.

Third Year - 25 to 32 Racks

d.

Fourth Year – 32 to 40 Racks

Availability

All the components of the Data Center must provide adequate redundancy to ensure high
availability of the e-Governance applications and other Data Center services. Designing for
availability assumes that systems will fail, and therefore the systems are configured to mark and
recover from component or server failures with minimum application outage, as the TIER 2
LEVEL specifications.


Interoperability

The entire system/ subsystem should be interoperable, in order to support information flow
and integration. Operating systems and storage technologies from several vendors must interact
well with each other. These systems should support the open architecture solutions such as XML,
LDAP, SOAP, etc. where information/ data can be ported to any system, whenever desired.


Security

The DC must provide an end-to-end security blanket to protect applications, services, data
and the infrastructure from malicious attacks or theft from external (through internet) and
internal (through intranet) hackers. Such attacks and theft should be controlled using Firewalls
and Intrusion detection systems and well supported and implemented with the security policy.
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The supplier is responsible for making of a security policy document in consultation with the
Department of Information Technology.
The DC layout should be divided into domains such as:
Inside Zone -is the secure zone which has a restricted access. This zone mainly consists
of storage and database servers which are not directly accessible to the outside zone. The inside
zone is separated using strong access control and a firewall, which provides an additional level of
security to the infrastructure.
Outside Zone - includes the intranet and internet zones. The intranet users and internet
users connect to the DC to avoid various active services. The outside zone is bifurcated by
placing a firewall which strengthens the security of the servers by restricting unauthorized
access.
De-militarized Zone - (DMZ) would be a "neutral zone" between DC's internal network and
the outside extranet network. It would prevent extranet users from getting direct access to the
servers. In other words, this is a small network that lies between a trusted internal network (DC
LAN), and an un-trusted external network (such as the public Internet). Mostly the DMZ
contains devices accessible to Internet traffic, such as Web, FTP, SMTP and DNS servers.


Manageability

The DC must be designed in an efficient way to ensure an easy maintenance. It must facilitate
ease of configuration, ongoing health monitoring, and failure detection that are vital to the goals
of scalability, availability, and security. The design must be able to match the growth of the
environment.


Storage

An assessment of the storage requirement for the entire DC environment should also be taken
into consideration. Supplier should design the storage solution (SAN/ NAS) keeping in mind the
relevant requirement and its usage in line with DC’s objective. The storage system should be
scalable enough to handle future requirements. The supplier should also adopt detailed System
and Data back-up processes and methodologies, using industry standard tools to provide long
term storage solution.
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3.2 Disaster Recovery Center

In order to have business continuity in the Field of ICT, the Kosovo Institutions should
have a plan to build disaster recovery Center. Disaster recovery is the process, policies and
procedures related to preparing for recovery or continuation of technology infrastructure critical
to an organization after a natural or human-induced disaster. Disaster recovery is a subset of
business continuity. While business continuity involves planning for keeping all aspects of a
business functioning in the midst of disruptive events, disaster recovery focuses on the IT or
technology systems that support business functions.
Disaster recovery planning is part of a larger process known as business continuity
planning and includes planning for resumption of applications, data, hardware, electronic
communications (such as networking) and other IT infrastructure. A business continuity plan
includes planning for non-IT related aspects such as key personnel, facilities, crisis
communication and reputation protection, and should refer to the disaster recovery plan (DRP)
for IT related infrastructure recovery / continuity. In the figure 3.3 are shown primary site and
two other sites. According to the project, the primary site is shown NDC, while Remote Site 1 is
shown disaster recovery site inside Kosovo and Remote Site 2 is disaster recovery site outside
Kosovo.
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Chapter 4
4. Virtualization
4.1 Virtualization overview

Virtualization is the creation of substitutes for real resources that is substitutes that have
the same functions and external interfaces as their counterparts, but that differ in attributes, such
as size, performance, and cost. These substitutes are called virtual resources, and their users are
typically unaware of the substitution. Virtualization is commonly applied to physical hardware
resources by combining multiple physical resources into shared pools from which users receive
virtual resources. With virtualization, you can make one physical resource look like multiple
virtual resources. Virtual resources can have functions or features that are not available in their
underlying physical resources.
Virtualization provides the following benefits:


Consolidation to reduce hardware cost: – Virtualization enables to efficiently
access and manage resources to reduce operations and systems management costs
while maintaining needed capacity. Virtualization enables to have a single server
function as multiple virtual servers.



Optimization of workloads: – Virtualization enables to respond dynamically to
the application needs of its users. Virtualization can increase the use of existing
resources by enabling dynamic sharing of resource pools.



IT flexibility and responsiveness: – Virtualization enables to have a single,
consolidated view of, and easy access to, all available resources in the network,
regardless of location.

Virtualization enables to reduce the management of

environment by providing emulation for compatibility, improved interoperability,
and transparent change windows. When thinking about applying virtualization to
current environment, it must think about consolidating logical resources rather
than physical resources into a system designed to support server, storage, and
network virtualization. By adding any of these virtualization technologies to our
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environment, we create an on demand, secure, and flexible infrastructure prepared
to handle workload changes in our environment.

4.2 Virtualization of Servers
Today’s business climate is more challenging than ever and businesses are under constant
pressure to lower costs while improving overall operational efficiency. In short, businesses are
being asked to “do more, for less”. Virtual Machine technology is one of the most exciting and
transformative technologies to change the cost of IT infrastructure since the arrival of enterprise
ready X86 hardware.
With virtualization organizations can achieve significant operational efficiencies in their
IT infrastructure through product integration and a comprehensive server consolidation plan.
Virtualization improves IT resource utilization by treating your company’s physical resources as
pools from which virtual resources can be dynamically allocated. Virtualization involves a shift
in thinking from physical to logical, treating IT resources as logical resources rather than
separate physical resources. Using virtualization in your environment, you are able to consolidate
resources such as processors, storage, and networks into a virtual environment, which provides
the following:


Consolidation to reduce hardware cost



Optimization of workloads and



IT flexibility and responsiveness.

Virtualization is a key enabling technology that can be leveraged to achieve business
benefits. Virtualization technology enables customers to run multiple operating systems
concurrently on a single physical server, where each of the operating systems runs as a selfcontained computer.
Today there is more pressure than ever on IT with shrinking budgets, rapidly changing
technologies and increasing security issues. As companies grow, their IT infrastructures grow
along with them. But more often than not, the pace of that growth is uneven, driven as much by
the conditions under which they operate as the model they aspire to. IT is being increasingly
viewed as a key value generator for most organizations and the focus in shifting from merely
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keeping the business up and running to an engine to drive responsiveness and agility across the
organization. Driving agility across IT, reducing costs and management complexity all need to
happen in an integrated fashion. Virtualization as a technology has the capability to address some
of these business concerns and needs to be part of the overall IT strategy.

4.3 Virtualization benefits

IT organizations today are under incredible pressure today to deliver more value to their
business customers—and typically with little or no increase in budgets. Optimizing the use of
physical IT assets is becoming imperative as data centers reach their capacity for power and
space. Server utilization rates of less than 5 percent are not uncommon, and many customers
usage rates fall into the 10-15 percent range.
Machine virtualization technology is used to consolidate multiple physical machines onto
a single physical machine. Virtualization can also be used to re-host legacy environments
especially as older generation hardware becomes more difficult and costly to maintain. And
because software is abstracted from the hardware, virtualization is a good solution for disaster
recovery environments as well.
As a key part of any server consolidation strategy, virtualization solutions increases
hardware utilization and enables organizations to rapidly configure and deploy new servers with
the following key benefits:


Consolidate systems, workloads, and operating environments: Multiple workloads and
operating systems can be combined onto one physical server, reducing the costs of
hardware and operations. New versions of software can be tested on the hardware that
they will later use in production mode without affecting production workloads. Virtual
systems can be used as low-cost test systems without jeopardizing production workloads.
Multiple operating system types and releases can run on a single system. Each virtual
system can run the operating system that best matches its application or user
requirements.



Optimize resource use: Hypervisors can achieve high resource use by dynamically
assigning virtual resources (such as processors and memory) to physical resources
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through mechanisms such as dispatching and paging. The virtual resources that they
provide can exceed the physical system resources in quantity and functionality. – System
virtualization enables the dynamic sharing of physical resources and resource pools. This
results in higher resource use, especially for variable workloads whose average needs are
much less than an entire dedicated resource. – Different workloads tend to show peak
resource use at different times of the day and week, so implementing multiple workloads
in the same physical server can improve system use, price, and performance.


Improve IT flexibility and responsiveness: Service providers can create one virtual system or
clone many virtual systems on demand, achieving dynamic resource provisioning. Virtual
systems with variable resources enable the manual or automated management of workload
resources. The term virtualization broadly describes the separation of a resource or request
for a service from the underlying physical delivery of that service. With virtual memory, for
example, computer software gains access to more memory than is physically installed, via
the background swapping of data to disk storage. Similarly, virtualization techniques can be
applied to other IT infrastructure layers - including networks, storage, laptop or server
hardware, operating systems and applications.
This blend of virtualization technologies or virtual infrastructure provides a layer of

abstraction between computing, storage and networking hardware, and the applications running
on it. The deployment of virtual infrastructure is non-disruptive, since the user experiences are
largely unchanged. However, virtual infrastructure gives administrators the advantage of
managing pooled resources across the enterprise, allowing IT managers to be more responsive to
dynamic organizational needs and to better leverage infrastructure investments.
In the figure 4.1 there is a hardware infrastructure before virtualization with these features:
• Single OS image per machine
• Software and hardware tightly coupled
• Running multiple applications on same machine often creates conflict
• Underutilized resources
• Inflexible and costly infrastructure
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Figure 4.1 The Hardware Infrastructure before virtualization

Figure 4.2 The Virtualization Architectures after Hardware Infrastructure virtualized
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In the figure 4.2 there is virtualization architectures after hardware infrastructure virtualized with
these features:
• Hardware-independence of operating system and applications
• Virtual machines can be provisioned to any system
• Can manage OS and application as a single unit by encapsulating them into virtual machines.
Using virtual infrastructure solutions, enterprise IT managers can address challenges that
include:
• Server Consolidation and Containment – Eliminating ‘server sprawl’ via deployment of
systems as virtual machines (VMs) that can run safely and move transparently across shared
hardware, and increase server utilization rates from 5-15% to 60-80%.
• Test and Development Optimization – Rapidly provisioning test and development servers by
reusing pre-configured systems, enhancing developer collaboration and standardizing
development environments.
• Business Continuity – Reducing the cost and complexity of business continuity (high
availability and disaster recovery solutions) by encapsulating entire systems into single files that
can be replicated and restored on any target server, thus minimizing downtime.
• Enterprise Desktop – Securing unmanaged PCs, workstations and laptops without
compromising end user autonomy by layering a security policy in software around desktop
virtual machines.
Following are some of the common advantages to virtualization which includes Facilities
Management, Security / Business Continuity, Resource Management, Management.
Facilities Management


Saving Datacenter Space: A common problem with datacenters is that the ever
increasing number of managed applications requires more and more servers which, in
turn, require more and more floor space. Virtualizing a significant number of these
applications may save you from having to move into a new larger datacenter, and, in fact
might enable you to use a smaller datacenter or to allocate some of the existing space for
other functions.


Hardware Cost Savings: Server virtualization typically requires larger and more
expensive servers, however, when done correctly, combining multiple, under-utilized
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servers into a single larger system can result in a significant cost savings (e.g., lower
hardware purchase cost and lower hardware maintenance cost). Fewer servers require
less supporting infrastructure in the form of floor space, air conditioning, racks,
networks, wires, cables, power supplies and backup systems.


Reduced Energy Bills: Reducing the number of servers in the datacenter reduces the
electricity bill. This cost savings can be significant when the account for the servers,
the monitors and the air conditioning required keeping them cool.

Security / Business Continuity


Easy to backup the complete image: Copying a complete virtual environment (image)
to a backup location or to a staging area to allow controlled upgrades of the
application/operating system is a trivial task when virtualization is used.



Disaster Recovery / Business Continuity: As previously noted, virtualized copies of the
environment can easily be moved to off-site servers. Keep in mind, however, that many
applications depend on fixed IP addresses and/or the availability of other resources (for
example SANs). Therefore, it is critical that you identify these requirements beforehand,
by conducting tests in an environment in which the complete original infrastructure is
down (or simulated to be down). During these tests it is also important to verify that any
other applications that rely on any of these services in the virtualized environment can
find the new clones of those services.



Virtual appliance might enhance security: Since you have complete control over the
required resources in a virtual appliance you can enhance security by removing any
components that aren’t required for this specific application. When this is done correctly,
it can greatly enhance security; however it might also complicate the process of patching
the system.

Resource Management


Simplifies Chargeback systems: Decoupling services from physical servers simplifies
chargeback systems by enabling delineating utility pricing based on a pay per use model.
The utilization metrics required for the chargeback system are often the same as those
required to manage load balancing between systems.
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Optimized usage of existing hardware resources.
In most datacenters there are a large number of servers that rarely take full advantage of
the available resources. By managing virtualized environment wisely, it can enable
multiple logical servers to share resources in a way that allows access to more resources
when needed but to share them with other applications when they are idle or close to idle.



Faster deployment of new logical servers: With the necessary hardware resources
available, virtualization technology can significantly simplify the task of deploying
certain types of servers. For example, you can deploy an additional web server fairly
quickly and add it to the load balancer rotation as additional resources are required. This
often reduces the provisioning time for a new server from days (or maybe even weeks) to
hours.



Moving logical servers between hardware: Virtualization enables to manage server
load more efficiently by allowing moving complete virtual servers to new hardware
whenever additional resources are needed.



More flexible infrastructure: Since logical servers can move easily between hardware
sources, a virtualized environment is one in which the hardware is completely decoupled
from the operating systems and the software. The result is a very flexible infrastructure
where the hardware can be used to support the services/applications that are most
important at this moment. This abstraction allows reducing costs since hardware and
software upgrades no longer are directly coupled to each other.

Management


More, smaller applications logically separated from each other: Logically separating
applications from each other through the use of virtual appliances can simplify support by
reducing the likelihood of applications “colliding” with one another.



Fewer servers: Since virtualized environments typically have fewer physical servers
they can be easier to manage, especially from a security point of view. However, in order
to reap the full benefits of virtualization, it is critical to carefully manage and monitor the
performance and health of the individual virtual machines, the host systems and the
connected SAN systems.
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Hardware maintenance: The ability to move logical servers between hardware can
simplify hardware upgrades by enabling you to build a new server, verify its functionality
and compatibility with a copy/clone of the live image - all without affecting the existing
application. When testing is done, you move the live applications over to the new server.
In a similar way you can easily and quickly have another physical server take over the
role of hosting the applications when the original server has a hardware problem.



Software maintenance: With the right planning, change control for software
maintenance can also be significantly enhanced through judicious use of virtualization.
Since the complete logical machine can be copied and handled as a set of files you can
easily set up separate areas for: Development, Test / Quality Assurance (QA), Available
Images / Gold Images, Archive, Configuration and Production.

4.4 Virtualization product choices
There are three principal server virtualization vendors enterprises can work with:
VMware, Microsoft and Citrix. When asked what primary virtualization product was deployed in
the enterprise, respondents in 2011 and 2010 overwhelmingly reported VMware (see Table 4.3).
And nearly half of DCD: 2011 respondents have migrated to vSphere 4.0, the latest version.
Product

2011 results 2010 results

VMware ESXi 4 and later (vSphere)

45%

34%

VMware ESX 3.5 to 4.1

18%

26%

VMware Server

6%

7%

Microsoft Hyper-V R2

6%

6%

Microsoft Hyper-V (pre-R2)

6%

3%

Citrix XenServer

4%

Table 4.3 Top virtualization product deployments
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4.5 Virtualization in Kosovo Institutions

Some of the some institutions of Kosovo have begun to use virtualization as new
technology. In figure 4.4 is shown the percent of number of physical servers that are virtualized.
As we can show the percent of virtualized servers is about 17 percent. The number of VMs that
are running is about 45 percent, while 55 percent of electronic application and programs running.
PMs (see figure 4.5). In the Institutions of Kosovo, the percent of number of physical servers
virtualized is less than in MPA. In the figure 4.6 and 4.7 is shown the percent of virtualized
servers and the percent of using VMs in Institutions of Kosovo.

Figure 4.4 Virtualization of servers in MPA

Figure 4.5 VMs and PMs in MPA
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Figure 4.6 VMs and PMs in IK

Figure 4.7 Virtualization of servers in IK
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Chapter 5
5. Optimizing of Resources
5.1 Optimize resource use
Most of the Kosovo Institutions already have own servers and data storage which are not
using in order to optimize hardware resources. As we can show in the figure 4.5 and 4.6 for only
15 percent of virtualized servers, the hardware resource use is increased per 18 percent, while for
MPA is 28 %. According to my information collected, in Kosovo Institutions 1PMs is virtualized

The percentage of increased after
vrtialization

with about 3 VMs for those servers which are virtualized.
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Figure 5.1 Optimizing of resources of servers which are virtualized
The

virtual software can achieve high resource use by dynamically assigning

virtual resources (such as processors and memory) to physical resources through
mechanisms such as dispatching and paging. The virtual resources that they provide can
exceed the physical system resources in quantity and functionality. – System
virtualization enables the dynamic sharing of physical resources and resource pools. This
results in higher resource use, especially for variable workloads whose average needs are
much less than an entire dedicated resource. – Different workloads tend to show peak
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resource use at different times of the day and week, so implementing multiple workloads
in the same physical server can improve system use, price, and performance.

5.2 Consolidation of Information Technology in Institutions of Kosovo

After NDC is established with all non IT equipment and IT equipment, then will start a
process of centralizing of data. It will centralize all necessary data from all institutions in NDC.
Centralize of the data should include:


Virtualization of the servers



Move VM to the NDC



Move other standalone servers to the NDC



Create management console for system administrators



Configuring Backup for VM



Establishing Disaster Recovery Center
IT consolidation is another key element of the Kosovo Institutions. It is clear that

agencies are not implementing technological solutions as effectively and efficiently as possible.
There are many data centers or server rooms in all Kosovo institutions and the number of the
data centers or server rooms is growing. This growth trend conflicts with the proven best practice
of consolidating and reducing the number of data centers or server rooms to reduce costs, energy
consumption, and environmental impacts, and improve service and performance.
IT consolidation is often a reasonable starting point for initial IT transformations. Figure
5.2 shows the transition from application-based silos to the cloud, with consolidation and
virtualization. This IT consolidation reflects the significant desire to reduce the footprint of IT,
both in terms of physical real estate and in the green impact of reduced power and cooling
required. In addition, the reduced capital expenditures necessary for a consolidated infrastructure
can often produce a rapid and significant return on investment over a legacy infrastructure.
Despite all the benefits of IT consolidation, it can put a strain on legacy infrastructure, including
legacy storage arrays, which are typically not built for multiuse deployments. To realize
maximum benefit, enterprise storage devices must be built with a shared infrastructure model in
mind.
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Figure 5.2 Transition from application-based silos to the cloud

Virtualization is a form of consolidation. The process of virtualizing an application
workload encapsulates both the operating system and the application(s) into a virtual machine. A
hypervisor runs on a server platform that hosts one or more virtual machines. From a file system
standpoint, a virtual machine is a set of files that resides on non-volatile storage typically within
a server or inside a SAN. One file defines the resources that the virtual machine gets to consume
based upon parameters defined by the administrator. Since each virtual machine has its own
operating system, the maintenance issues associated with the physical consolidation approach do
not arise. Placing limits on each virtual machine as to how much of any given resource it can
consume alleviates concerns about one workload overtaking all the resource on a machine. This
enables different types of workloads with varying characteristics to be combined effectively to
improve server utilization.
5.3 Centralizing of storage
A leading cause of virtual machine proliferation is hosts that are physically spread
throughout organization. If the manager saw an employee walk up to a physical server with an
external hard disk and a CD, you might wonder what was going on. With virtual systems,
copying the entire guest (or two) off is entirely too easy. This ease of duplication is a key reason
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for virtual machine proliferation. This can also result in data loss. If you can’t physically secure
your virtual machines, they should have their virtual or physical disks encrypted to ensure no
loss of confidential data. By placing your virtual machine hosts and storage in central, secure
locations, you can minimize both proliferation and the potential for data loss.

5.4 Flexible storage architecture

In a consolidated IT environment, a single legacy storage array often does not have the
flexibility to meet all requirements from different IT consumers. Most arrays are dedicated to a
specific class of service (high-tier, mid-tier, archival) or a specific type of access (file-based
network-attached storage or block-based storage area networks). A true shared infrastructure data
storage device must be able to provide simultaneous multiprotocol access from a single storage
array. The same storage must support access from all different host operating systems, as well as
support for multiple disk types and capacities.
A NAS is a single storage device that operates on data files, while a SAN is a local network of
multiple devices that operate on disk blocks.
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Figure 5.3: Flexible storage architecture
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5.5 Optimization resource use through virtualization and shared Infrastructure Data
Storage

The same flexibility that is inherent in shared infrastructure data storage provides the
ideal platform for server virtualization. A virtual environment needs to be flexible so that it can
grow and shrink on demand as virtual workloads grow and shrink, and it must support all major
virtualization technologies.
A shared infrastructure data storage environment should support virtual servers, and it
should also be able to virtualize both itself and other legacy storage arrays. A shared
infrastructure data storage array should be able to be subdivided into multiple virtual storage
arrays, just as a physical server can be subdivided into virtual servers. Each virtual storage array
can serve entirely different clients with different requirements but still be consolidated into a
single physical array. That shared infrastructure storage array should be able to serve data from
its own attached disk drives and also to absorb and virtualize storage presented from legacy
storage arrays. By reusing older technology through storage virtualization, additional capital
investment can be minimized, while still obtaining all the improved key performance indicators
of a shared infrastructure data storage platform.
At a large government health agency, NetApp deployed a storage virtualization solution
that consolidated multiple legacy storage arrays into a new shared infrastructure data storage
platform. This resulted in complete reuse of existing disk storage with increased visibility into
the agency’s entire storage infrastructure for informed capability planning and chargeback to
business units. While still using the same physical assets, the transformed shared infrastructure
data storage environment can now provision a new infrastructure in 5 minutes rather than 4
hours; deploy the same applications in 20% of the time (1 days rather than 5 days); and store
twice as much data on the same physical hard drives.
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Figure 5.4 Virtual infrastructure with virtual storage.
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Chapter 6
6. Financial savings
6.1 Financial savings of budget of Kosovo using virtualization of servers

The project includes building of NDC and virtualization. The build of NDC is financed by the
World Bank, while virtualization is planned to implement by DeGAP staff. The project for
establishing NDC is ongoing.
Based on the data collected and according to the project, in the table below (Table 6.1) is
a shown reducing budget costs in the sector of information and technology. Based on those data
in Institutions of Kosovo 15 % of Physical Machines are virtualized. The average of virtual
machines installed in a Physical machine is three VMs. According to those data, the budget of
Kosovo has reduced a costs in IT sector at least € 55 thousand per year. If would virtualize all
physical machines the budget of Kosovo would reduce a cost at least € 360 thousand per year. In
order to reduce more budget costs it would need to install more virtual machines per physical
server. Based on Administrative instruction No. 21/2009 on management of government
property, the lifespan for computer is four years while for device of IT is three years and it can
impairment after this long time. The data output of this project capstone are made for five years
lifespan.

The percent of Servers virtualized

Reducing budget costs

Actual Situations

15%

€ 55 thousand per year

Continuing on the same level of
virtualization

100%

€ 360 thousand per year

Best practices-Recommended

100%

€ 720 thousand per year

Table 6.1 Financial savings statistics

These statistics are just for utilization of servers, including processor and ram memory. In
order to decrease even more a budget costs in the field of IT, it should be virtualized all physical
machines. If the percentage of virtualized servers is going in the same level of server creating a
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3VMs in 1 PMs, then the decrease of budget costs it would be at least € 360 thousand per year.
But if the virtualization is done properly then reduce of budget costs would be around € 720
thousand per year (see table 6.1). In the table 6.1 is a shown reducing budget cost by virtualizing
the physical machines.

6.2 Servers and energy consumption

One study from the VMware Information Warehouse has revealed that more than 20% of
the servers assessed by the VMware Capacity Planner tool in 2007 are running below 0.5%
utilization (see Figure 6.2). This information is drawn from data collected from more than
300,000 servers running in thousands of companies around the world. Approximately 75% of the
assessed servers were running below 5% utilization. This data demonstrates that there is a
significant opportunity to reduce the number of physical servers and save a tremendous amount
of energy simply by eliminating those servers that are no longer in use, sharing seldom-used
servers, reducing farms of servers that support a common application, and employing
virtualization.

Figure 6.2 Processor utilization

The energy consumption of a server is not a linear relationship with work or the
productivity output of that server. If the typical server is running at 5% utilization and the target
utilization rate is only 50%, then energy consumption could be greatly reduced by improving
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server utilization and turning off unused servers. Across the various categories of servers,
utilization could be seen at approximately 3% for Innovation servers, 6% for Production servers,
and 10% for Mission-Critical servers. These are business hour averages.
Decreasing the number of physical servers does more than reduce the energy
consumption of the servers; it also has a positive ripple effect through the entire data center.
Server consolidation can result in reduced cooling load (the energy used to remove heat from the
data center), increased UPS backup time, and longer generator backup times. In addition,
lowering server counts reduces the number of interconnects needed and thereby reduces IT
configuration and maintenance in the data center. The result is improved service levels and
greater energy efficiency across the data center. Improving energy efficiency using virtualization
is an important activity. This study found that at 10% utilization, the server utilized 173 watts of
power. Adding an additional 10% of load, which took the machine to 20% utilization, only
increased the power utilization from 173 watts to 189 watts. In Figure 6.3 below, the blue line
represents the amount of incremental power load placed on a machine for each additional 10% of
processor utilization. At 100% processor utilization, the power utilization peaked at 276 watts.
As processor utilization increases, power utilization increases at a much lower rate. (See Figure
6.4).

Figure 6.3 Performance to power ratio
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In Figure 6.4, the first bar chart shows the effect of combining two typical workloads into
a virtual environment using data points from Figure 6.4. The result is predicted to be
approximately 10% processor utilization and a 173 watt load. Combining enough workloads
together to achieve a 50% processor utilization would result in a 230 watt load. If it took 10
workloads to achieve this result (10 physical servers consolidated into 1), the data center would
reduce its energy requirement from 1,730 watts (10 servers @ 173 watts each) to only 230watts
(1 server at 50% utilization = 230 watts). Consolidation yields a savings of almost 1,500 watts in
this scenario or a savings of 87%.

Figure 6.4 Incremental power consumption
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Chapter 7
7. Final Discussion and Recommendations

This chapter will present what has been discussed and research for this problem, what are
obstacles that affecting current and future plan to reach the goals of the Kosovo institutions in
ICT field.

7.1 Discussion and Summary

Based on data collected this project concludes that the ICT sector in Kosovo Institutions
is not organized properly and needs to organize in better way. Kosovo’s public institutions lack
the legal infrastructure for ICT. All aspects of the legal infrastructure for ICT are based on
Regulation No. 02/2011 on the areas of Administrative Responsibility of the office of the Prime
Minister and Ministries, and government decision for implementing the “Electronic strategy
governance 2009 to 2015”. The Institutions of Kosovo have no executive mechanism that would
stop other institutions to function according to standards compiled by the MAP.
The main goal of the project includes establishing of NDC, virtualization and establishing
disaster recovery center in order to reduce expenditure of budget of Kosovo, increase a security
and secure business continuity. Establishing of NDC is the most effective shared infrastructure
data storage environment for the IRK as it embraces cloud computing, it is necessary to examine
all parts of the IT stack, including enterprise storage. The centralizing of electronic data is using
shared storage architecture located on NDC which can also improve the efficiency of traditional
hard-drive-based storage and can virtualize legacy storage systems. This would reduce budget
cost, optimize resource use, increase flexibility, and environmental impact of an overall cloud
architecture. The project of implementing of NDC is ongoing. The location is already decided.
But according to the standard TIA 942 (standards for Data Center), the space dedicated for NDC
is not the best solution. The dimensions of space are limited. The height of the data center is not
according to the standards TIA 942. Since the area of NDC has limited space, the cooling of
environment of NDC would be a little problem, because would need more capacity of cooling to
achieve a level of temperature as it required (21±1 Celsius). But the MPA management couldn’t
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offer other location because of the limited capacity of building of Kosovo institutions. The good
think is that in the end we have a location to establish infrastructure for DC. The bad think is that
the area of NDC is limited and not fulfills requirements as are required from standard for DC
TIA 942.
Some institutions already have created their own independent ICT systems. The
electronic data are separated in different server rooms and different locations. The country lacks
physical security in the current system of electronic data and interoperability. The level of
electronic data security and interoperability is not according to the required standards. There are
many data centers or server rooms in all Kosovo institutions and the number of the data centers
or server rooms is growing. This growth trend conflicts with the proven best practice of
consolidating and reducing the number of data centers or server rooms to reduce costs, energy
consumption, and environmental impacts, and improve service and performance.” IT
consolidation is often a reasonable starting point for initial IT transformations. To realize
maximum benefit, enterprise storage devices must be built with a shared infrastructure model in
mind. A shared infrastructure data storage environment should support virtual servers, and it
should also be able to virtualize both itself and other legacy storage arrays.
Disaster recovery center plan for the future is lacking. The information resources of any
institutions of higher learning are so integral to the mission of the institution that contingency
planning must be in place to allow recovery of essential functions in the face of either a natural
or manmade disaster. Academic leaders and their administrative counterparts must work together
to prioritize and create appropriate plans and actions to assure the institutions can continue to
function in the face of a catastrophic event.
According to actual situation Kosovo Institutions would have a problem of unnecessary
cost of Kosovo budget, security, interoperability, manageability, scalability, availability, etc. The
growth of the number of server rooms or Data centers trend conflicts with the proven best
practice of consolidating and reducing the number of data centers to reduce costs, energy
consumption, and environmental impacts, and improve service and performance.”
Virtualization improves IT resource utilization by treating institutions of Kosovo physical
resources as pools from which virtual resources can be dynamically allocated. Using
virtualization in our environment, institutions of Kosovo are able to consolidate resources such
as processors, storage, and networks into a virtual environment, which provides the following:
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consolidation to reduce hardware cost, Optimization of workloads and IT flexibility and
responsiveness. By placing the virtual machine hosts and storage in central, secure locations, the
Kosovo national institutions can minimize both proliferation and the potential for data loss.
There are also some disadvantages of using virtualization, but they are minor in
comparison with the advantages. A disadvantage is that many software vendors do not fully
support virtualized environments or else require that the issue be reproduced in a non-virtualized
environment. Other disadvantage are overhead on resource consumption, it is easy to mistakenly
delete a complete logical server unless the images are well managed. Resource Allocation One
advantage to virtualization is better utilization of existing resources – since, when correctly
planned and managed, the virtualization engine can handle a degree of over-utilization thereby
allowing applications to use resources that currently aren’t in use by other applications.
However, when mismanaged, this is also one of its biggest disadvantages since, under heavy
load, the response time from virtual machines becomes unpredictable. These should be carefully
weighed against the advantages to determine if virtualization is right for our environment.

Figure 7.1 Virtual infrastructure with virtual storage

In the Figure 7.1 is shown shared infrastructure data storage virtualized using by all
Kosovo institutions. This would consolidate many servers into one big datacenter, it would be a
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method to optimize storage resource use, facilitate administering of data, increase security and
reduce budget cost on buying storage resources. Consolidating many servers into one big
datacenter can provide a great advantage, however it also creates a huge single point of failure.
Unless this datacenter is extremely secure, events such as a natural disaster (fire, flooding, etc.)
or even any recovery site, power failure or sabotage, can cause a major disruption to all (or at
least a significant part of) IT infrastructure.
In the figure 7.2 is shown the percent of optimizing resources use using virtualization.
Based on data collected in all Kosovo institutions from 15% virtualized of total physical
machines is increased to 33% percent virtual machines of total physical machines. As we can see
the optimizing resources use is increased for 18%. While in IT system administered by
DeGAP/MPA from 17% virtualized of total physical machines is increased to 45% percent
virtual machines of total physical machines. The optimizing resources use is increased for 28%
(see also figure 4.4; 4.5; 4.6; 4.7). Using best practices, it can be done better. Instead to increase

The percentage of increased after
vrtialization

optimizing resource use for 28% in MPA or 17% in all IK, it should be more.
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Figure 7.2 Optimizing of resources of servers which are virtualized
In the table 7.3 is shown the reducing budget costs per year for three cases. The
recommended situation is best practices.
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The percent of Servers virtualized

Reducing budget costs

Actual Situations

15%

€ 55 thousand per year

Continuing on the same level of
virtualization

100%

€ 360 thousand per year

Best practices-Recommended

100%

€ 720 thousand per year

Table 7.3 Financial savings statistics

Virtualization is a mature technology that works well and is here to stay. It saves energy
and money, increases computing throughput, frees up floor space, and facilitates load migration
and disaster recovery. The virtualization savings entitlement can be multiplied by upgrading the
power and cooling infrastructure to run efficiently when IT loading is substantially reduced due
to consolidation and virtualization. Looking forward, the three major challenges that
virtualization poses to physical infrastructure are dynamic high density, under-loading of
power/cooling systems, and the need for real-time, rack-level management. These challenges can
be met by row-based cooling, scalable power and cooling, and predictive management tools. All
three of these solutions are based on design principles that simultaneously resolve functional
challenges and increase efficiency. It is essential in a virtualized environment to manage the data
center and other services as a holistic system comprised of both IT and physical infrastructure
components. Because virtualization generally results in power savings, it can affect how data
centers are powered and cooled.

7.2 Recommendations

According to actual situations and best practices in ICT standards will give some
recommendation in order to eliminate or reduce the problem mentioned in conclusion.
Recommendations regarding the project results are present as major recommendation and
Secondary recommendation:
The major recommendations are:
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1. Making the legal infrastructure for ICT, including establishment of bodies for ICT
management under responsible of Kosovo Assembly and implementation of them.
2. Implementing a National Data Center - This Data Center would create an environment to
locate all other servers which are separated in different locations.
3. Virtualization Infrastructure – Creating a virtual infrastructure in NDC. This
virtualization infrastructure includes virtualization of servers, storage and relevant
devices.
4. Virtualization of Physical Servers – After virtualization infrastructure is completed, the
next step of virtualization of physical servers can begin. This phase would virtualize all
necessary physical servers with important data for all institutions of Kosovo.
The secondary recommendations are:
1.

Data Centralization – After physical servers are virtualized, place them to National Data

Center. Centralize data should continuing also by removing other physical servers to the NDC
which are not virtualized for any reason. In order to optimize resources use it is necessary to
virtualize physical machines and use shared infrastructure data storage.
2.

Secure data – Creating physical and logical infrastructure according to the standards.

3.

Building Disaster Recovery Center in the region of Peja for business continuity reason. In

the case of lack of budget, it can be used data center in Deqan. This data center is in finally phase
of establishing and very soon will be ready for use. The data center has limited space and is
establishing from MIA and financed by European Commission.
4.

Placing optical cable from Prizren to the Vermica border point. While our network exists

in Prizren, the placement of optical cable from Prizren to Vermica would create a possibility for
data transfer between Prishtina and Tirana.
5.

Making an agreement between governments of Kosovo and Albania. This agreement

should include using Data Center of Republic of Albania as disaster recovery center for Republic
of Kosovo and conversely.
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Appendix1- The links of Kosovo Institutions which have hosted their own web page in
the IT System administered by DeGAP/MPA.

1. http://map.rks-gov.net/
2. http://mapl.rks-gov.net/
3. http://mzhe.rks-gov.net/
4. http://med.rks-gov.net/
5. http://mmph.rks-gov.net/
6. http://mpms.rks-gov.net/
7. http://gazetazyrtare.rks-gov.net/
8. http://ipk.rks-gov.net/
9. http://dogana.rks-gov.net/
10. http://oshp.rks-gov.net/
11. http://kpmshc.rks-gov.net/
12. http://oag.rks-gov.net/
13. http://krpp.rks-gov.net/
14. http://ak.rks-gov.net/
15. http://aksp.rks-gov.net/
16. http://mf.rks-gov.net/sq-al/fillimi.aspx
17. http://kk.rks-gov.net/kamenice/
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18. http://kk.rks-gov.net/decan/
19. http://kk.rks-gov.net/dragash/
20. http://kk.rks-gov.net/gllogoc/
21. http://kk.rks-gov.net/ferizaj/
22. http://kk.rks-gov.net/gracanice/
23. http://kk.rks-gov.net/hanielezit/
24. http://kk.rks-gov.net/junik/
25. http://kk.rks-gov.net/kacanik/
26. http://kk.rks-gov.net/kline/
27. http://kk.rks-gov.net/kllokoti/
28. http://kk.rks-gov.net/leposaviq/
29. http://kk.rks-gov.net/lipjan/
30. http://kk.rks-gov.net/mitrovice
31. http://kk.rks-gov.net/partesh/
32. http://kk.rks-gov.net/podujeve/
33. http://kk.rks-gov.net/prishtina/
34. http://kk.rks-gov.net/shtime/
35. http://kk.rks-gov.net/viti/
36. http://kk.rks-gov.net/vushtrri/
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37. http://kk.rks-gov.net/istog/
38. http://kk.rks-gov.net/gjilan
39. http://kk.rks-gov.net/gjakove
40. http://kk.rks-gov.net/malisheve
41. http://kk.rks-gov.net/peje
42. http://kk.rks-gov.net/prizren/
43. http://kk.rks-gov.net/rahovec
44. http://kk.rks-gov.net/suhareke
45. http://kk.rks-gov.net/skenderaj/
46. http://kk.rks-gov.net/zubinpotok/
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Appendix2- The links of Kosovo Institutions which have not hosted their own web page
in the IT System administered by DeGAP/MPA.

1. http://www.president-ksgov.net/
2. http://www.assembly-Kosovo.org/
3. http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/
4. http://www.mbpzhr-ks.net
5. http://www.mei-ks.net/
6. http://mksf-ks.org/
7. http://www.mkk-ks.org/
8. http://www.masht-gov.net
9. http://www.mkrs-ks.org/
10. http://www.mpb-ks.org/
11. http://www.mfa-ks.net/
12. http://www.msh-ks.org/
13. http://mi-ks.net/
14. http://www.mti-ks.org/
15. http://www.gjk-ks.org/
16. http://www.akk-ks.org
17. http://www.kosovopolice.com/
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18. http://www.ombudspersonkosovo.org
19. http://www.knj-rks.org
20. http://www.kqz-ks.org
21. http://www.kpaonline.org/
22. http://www.oek-kcc.org/
23. http://www.kosovo-mining.org/
24. http://www.pak-ks.org/
25. http://www.kca-ks.org/
26. http://www.qkuk.org/
27. http://www.atk-ks.org/
28. http://www.kpm-ks.org/
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